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enabled capital to be accumulated and invested in large-scale productive as well as
commercial enterprises. Stock companies, banks, and corporations became the typical
social inventions that enabled the industrial revolution to take place.
Accompanying the political and economic growth of the industrial city went an
increase in social mobility and class fluidity unknown in the more rigidly stratified
agrarian and urban societies of traditional civilizations. Other social manifestations
included a nuclear family arrangement more loosely knit than the traditional family
units, a heightened emphasis upon assignment to positions on the basis of earned
achievement rather than social ascription and a greater stress upon an intellectual and
managerial elite oriented to scientific and practical knowledge rather than solely to a
literary, humanistic, or wisdom literature. Above all, a broadened base of literacy and
the institutions of mass education accompanied the industrial urban phenomenon.
Significantly, widespread education was considered to be as essential to the existence
of a modern industrial urban society as it was to a nationalized, enlightened, and
democratic society.
In defining the essence of the industrial city as contrasted to the preindustrial
city Gideon Sjoberg has this to say:
Mass education, where selection tends to be according to ability, is
interlinked with the fluid class and family systems; it is a must if the industrial
dry is to prosper. At the same time only a highly industrialized system can
educate all of its members. . . . Not only has the availability of formal education
reached monumental proportions, but knowledge is becoming ever more widely
diffused through mass communication media.35
Whether literacy and mass education come first, and industrial urbanization
follows, or whether it is the other way round is a matter of considerable dispute
among scholars. Daniel Lerner's famous formula for the modernization process has it
that urbanization leads to literacy, literacy to mass media (as soon as industrialization
makes them possible), and the mass media lead to greater participation in political and
economic affairs. Lemer argues:
Only after a country reaches 10% of urbanization [the proportion of
persons living in cities over 50,000] does its literacy rate begin to rise signifi-
cantly. Thereafter urbanization and literacy increase together in a direct (mono-
tonic) relationship, until they reach 25%, which appears to be the "critical
optimum" of urbanization. Beyond this literacy continues to rise independently
of the growth of cities.36
Lerner's model was built upon contemporary twentieth-century data, so the
question remains as to the historical sequence of development where the data are very
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